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As part of Lexus International’s global strategy to
support designers and creators, Al-Sayer and
Lexus associated with Wejha as strategic partners

for Soul of Art exhibition. The event showcased contem-
porary art by Kuwaiti artists Bader Al-Mutawa and
Abdulwahab Al-Hamad hosted at the Wejha Art Center.
The event was graced by the presence of Shaikha Dr Suad
Al-Sabah, a member of the executive committee of the
Worlds Muslim Women Organization for South East Asia
and member of the board of trustees and executive com-
mittee of the Arab Intellect Forum.

Wejha is the destination for all artists in different fields,
and for anyone interested in art. All types of artists, musi-
cians, and art collectors are welcome here. The place
includes: Studios for artists, gallery, workshops, coffee bar,
and a nice rooftop for events.

According to Mubarak Naser Al-Sayer CEO Al-Sayer
Holding “Lexus partnership with Wejha reflects Al-Sayer’s
commitment to engage with artists and creators to
increase the awareness of art and offer exposure for the
available potentials within Kuwait society through their
events and exhibitions. Further we also wish to explore

further platforms of exhibiting their talents at an interna-
tional stage.”

“Wejha group is a group of new innovative Kuwaiti
youngsters, their main purpose is to provide various
artists a venue to display their arts such as painting, Arabic
fonts, photography and music. we will be their strategic
partners through various events that will be conducted
during this year,” commented Mahmoud Abou-Zahr Lexus
Business Director.  

Such partnerships reflect the spirit of Design Miami,
one of the high points of the global design calendar for
which Lexus became the official automotive partner
last year. Design Miami attracts the most influential
design luminaries from around the world. Held during
Miami’s Art and Design week-designers, collectors,
curators and critics gathered together to celebrate
design and design culture.

Lexus has been passionately pushing the boundaries of
design with ideas that are bold, innovative and inspiring.
Lexus brand’s mission to captivate the next generation of
luxury consumers with consciousness, products, and serv-
ices that are visionary, original and exciting.

Lexus Al-Sayer partners with Wejha
to present Soul of Art exhibition

Exhibition showcases captivating paintings by Kuwaiti artists 

Kuwait
Continental
Hotel hosts 2018
annual staff party

The management of Kuwait Continental
Hotel held its 21st annual ceremony and
dinner party to award its outstanding

employees for their efforts in helping it
achieve its goals for 2018. The event was held
at Darbar Restaurant, where hotel General

Manager Kamal Eldin Hussein welcomed the
employees and their families in a family
atmosphere.

During the event, General Manager Kamal
Eldin Hussein honored Mary Jane from the
internal oversight section for her 25 years of
service, although she could not be present
due to health conditions that kept her at the
hospital. Hussein praised Jane’s dedication,
saying that she has set an example through-
out her entire years of service, and urged her
colleagues to pay her a visit at the hospital.

Meanwhile, Hussein expressed gratitude to
staff for their efforts during 2018, which
resulted in increasing sales by 20 percent and
average occupancy rate by over 80 percent,
despite high competition and the emergence

of many hotels in the area. Hussein then hon-
ored a group of staff members from all
departments who were selected as ‘ideal
employees’ for 2018. 

Hussein also thanked Mahmood Emam for
his continued support for the success of the
hotel, and expressed gratitude to several
companies for their support, including Al-
Hazeem Company, Company Defeat, Safat
Company, First Trading Company, Al-Najm
Print Company, Al-Herz Company, Coca-Cola
Company, and Heaven Beauty Salon. Several
competitions for staff were also held during
the ceremony. And at the end of the event,
Hussein announced an annual bonus; a
month’s salary for all staff, which was ordered
by Hotel Group CEO Fouad Al-Ghanim.

Lulu
Hypermarket
launches in-house
BLSH stores

Lulu Hypermarket, the region’s pre-
mier retailer and a destination of
choice for lifestyle shopping,

launched BLSH, an in-house store con-
cept developed exclusively for retailing
international perfumes and cosmetics.
The concept store was inaugurated at
Lulu Hypermarket’s  Al-Qurain and
Egaila outlet by popular social media
influencer Zahra Arafatt on January 7,
2019, in the presence of Lulu manage-
ment Kuwait and a large gathering of
shoppers, well-wishers and local media. 

A fashion and cosmetics bloggers
meet was also arranged at the Al-Qurain
outlet on the occasion of the opening of
BLSH. The event brought together
Kuwait’s leading online opinion-formers
to review and comment on the concept

store and its products, while also provid-
ing shoppers with an opportunity to
interact with the bloggers. Following the
Al-Qurain launch, Lulu management in
Kuwait also opened Three other BLSH
stores at the hypermarket’s other
branches in Al-Rai, Dajeej, and Al-Jahra. 

BLSH is a newly developed and
exclusive concept store that offers a
wide range of branded  international
perfumes and cosmetics at very special
prices. The store offers high-end per-
fumes at unbeatable prices from well-
known international brands such as
Burberry, Versace, Paco Rabanne, Mont
Blanc, C.K, and Davidoff, while also
retailing the latest makeup selections
from leading cosmetic brands such as
Maxfactor, Maybelline, L’Oreal, Wet and
Wild, Florma and Sally Hansen.

Lulu Hypermarket enjoys an unparal-
leled brand loyalty with customers,
developed over the years from the
hypermarket’s unwavering commitment
to offer shoppers the widest range of
high-quality products, from around the
world, at very competitive prices, in an
ambiance that provides for an enjoyable
shopping experience.


